Broad band spectral measurements of EEG during emotional tasks.
Broad band spectral measurements were calculated on EEG recordings of 40 healthy male university students during emotional tasks using the emotion induction technique. Emotional stimuli were sentences with positive valence (joy of love), with negative valence (frustration) and neutral situation. Broad band measurements showed that delta and beta bands reflected better the differences by emotional state. Hemispheric differences associated to emotional states were obtained only for mean frequency data. Higher delta frequencies at left frontopolar, right frontal, parietal and temporal and higher beta frequencies at left frontotemporal and temporal were related to love. Meanwhile higher delta frequencies especially at left frontopolar and temporal regions and lower beta frequencies at midline frontal (Fz) and central (Cz) leads were associated to frustration. These findings suggest that narrow band measurements may reflect more efficiently EEG changes during emotional tasks.